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LOCRIAN New Catastrophism
LP MARBLE [VINYL 12"]
Cena 116,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 3 dni

Producent Profound Lore Prod.

Opis produktu
The new LOCRIAN album “New Catastrophism”, the first LOCRIAN release in seven years, will see its release on
2xCD/LP/Digital on Aug 12.  Alongside “New Catastrophism” LOCRIAN will also be releasing the “Ghost Frontiers” EP that will
come as a bonus digital download with the LP.

“New Catastrophism” sees the iconic experimental music trio return back to their roots through four immersive tracks that
signal towards the band’s signature expressions through dark ambient, experimental music, drone and post rock.  Massive
dystopian sonic soundscapes through the many layers of sound is the dominant audial canvas presented on “New
Catastrophism”. 

LOCRIAN is a prophetic voice of decline. From the band’s inception, it has comfortably straddled both the experimental and
metal underground, weaving themes of apocalypse, urban decay, environmental destruction and birth/death/rebirth
throughout its multifaceted and genre-defying releases. The trio formed in 2005 in Chicago and features Terence Hannum
(synthesizers, vocals, tape loops), André Foisy (guitars, electronics), and Steven Hess (drums, electronics). Over their sixteen-
year history, Locrian have released six studio albums, three collaborative albums, and numerous limited-edition releases.

Track Listing:
1. Mortichnia
2. The Glare Is Everywhere And Nowhere Our Shadow
3. Incomplete Map Of Voids
4. Cenotaph To The Final Glacier

“New Catastrophism” Vinyl Specs:
- Single LP jacket with spot gloss, a designed fold out poster/insert, a download card of said LP, and a bonus download card of
the “Ghost Frontiers” EP.

“New Catastrophism” Vinyl editions:
-Aquatic Blue w/Silver Marble Smoke
-Clear Vinyl w/Light Blue, Silver, Black, White Splatter
-Aquatic Blue w/Silver + Black Double Orb
-Black Vinyl

Artist: LOCRIAN
Title: New Catastrophism 
Label: Profound Lore Records
Catalog No.: PFL-277LP
Release Date: Aug 12, 2022

UPC LP (Splatter Vinyl): 843563149607
UPC LP (Marble Vinyl): 843563149614
UPC LP (Double Orb Vinyl): 843563149621
UPC LP (Black Vinyl): 843563149591
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